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Abstract7

It has been suggested that the Greenland ice sheet is the cause of earth-

quake suppression in the region. With few exceptions, the observed seismic-

ity extends only along the continental margins of Greenland, which almost

coincide with the ice sheet margin. This pattern has been put forward as

further validation of the earthquake suppression hypothesis. In this review,

new evidence in terms of ice melting, post-glacial rebound and earthquake

occurrence is gathered and discussed to re-evaluate the connection between

ice mass unloading and earthquake suppression. In Greenland, the spatio-

temporal distribution of earthquakes indicates that seismicity is mainly con-

fined to regions where the thick layer of ice is absent and where significant ice

melting is presently occurring. A clear correlation between seismic activity

and ice melting in Greenland is not found. However, earthquake locations

and corresponding depth distributions suggest two distinct governing mech-

anisms: post-glacial rebound promotes moderate-size crustal earthquakes at

Greenland’s regional scale, while current ice melting promotes shallow low

magnitude seismicity locally.
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1. Introduction9

In the framework of plate tectonics, earthquake locations and corre-10

sponding focal mechanisms define the location of plate boundaries and their11

types. In the simplest scenario, this was considered as evidence in support12

of the rigid behavior of plates (Morgan, 1968). Some earthquakes, however,13

occur in the plate interior, showing that indeed plates are not totally rigid.14

Some of these so-called intraplate earthquakes stand out and can reach15

magnitudes as large as Mw = 8 (Gordon, 1998; Nettles et al., 1999; Gupta16

et al., 2001). Various mechanisms have been invoked to explain the origin17

of intraplate earthquakes; these essentially involve the horizontal transmis-18

sion of stress through the lithospheric plates and its gradual accumulation19

along preexisting faults or weak zones far from the plate boundaries. Stress20

migration is supported by the relation between intraplate deformation and21

the seismicity in stable continental regions (SCRs) (see, e.g., Stein and Maz-22

zotti, 2007).23

Intraplate earthquakes can also originate from processes that do not in-24

volve the horizontal movement of plates. As first suggested by Gutenberg25

and Richter (1954), post-glacial rebound (PGR) in response to the melt-26

ing of the late-Pleistocene ice sheets (e.g., Turcotte and Schubert, 2002)27

is a viable candidate for intraplate seismicity. PGR has caused, and it28

is presently causing, vertical and horizontal crustal deformation at high29

latitude regions, inducing stress variations within the lithosphere and the30

mantle (Spada et al., 1991). Wu and Johnston (2000) pointed out that ice31

unloading may be the cause of seismicity at the ice margins and that this was32
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possibly the cause of paleo-earthquakes in Charlevoix (Quebec) and in the33

Wabash Valley (IN, USA). Recently, Brandes et al. (2012) have pointed to a34

glacial origin for the 1612 Bielefeld (Germany) earthquake, which occurred35

along the so-called Osning Thrust system. A similar case was identified in36

Sweden, where rapid ice retreat during the Pleistocene-Holocene transition37

was related to the occurrence of the M = 7.5 Lake Vättern earthquake38

(Jakobsson et al., 2014). Although the four large earthquakes of 1811–181239

in New Madrid (MO, USA) have been quoted in the literature as an exam-40

ple of PGR-induced earthquakes, Wu and Johnston (2000) concluded that41

“glacial unloading is unlikely to have triggered the large M = 8 earthquakes42

in New Madrid” (see also Hough et al., 2000). Wu and Johnston found that43

the load-induced stress field variations decay rapidly outside the ice margins44

and their amplitude is too small to generate earthquakes of this size. As45

suggested by Calais et al. (2010), the New Madrid earthquakes could have46

been triggered by rapid uplift in response to erosion along the Mississippi47

River, rather than being directly associated with deglaciation. The Guten-48

berg and Richter (1954) hypothesis about the role of PGR is now supported49

by modeling efforts aimed to explain the post-glacial origin of earthquakes50

(Steffen et al., 2014a).51

In their earthquake catalogue for SCRs for the period 495–2003, Schulte52

and Mooney (2005) have included M > 4.5 earthquakes in all the SCRs53

identified worldwide. None is identified in Greenland, although evidence54

of paleo-seismicity and historical earthquakes can hardly be retrieved from55

remote regions or where a tradition for written records is lacking. For56

Greenland, before the advent of modern seismology, descriptions of felt57

earthquakes are only available since the second half of the 17th century58
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(Gregersen, 1982). PGR is mentioned by Schulte and Mooney (2005) as59

one of the possible causes of earthquakes in SCRs. However, the role of60

PGR in the triggering of seismicity in deglaciated areas was proposed by61

various authors (see e.g., Stein et al. 1979, Quinlan 1984, for the case of62

Canada). Muir-Wood (2000) suggested a more complex mechanism of stress63

and strain interaction in deglaciated areas. The important role of PGR in64

the stress redistribution across deglaciated areas was later demonstrated by65

Steffen et al. (2012) and Steffen et al. (2014a) with reference to the cases of66

Greenland and Antarctica.67

In seminal work “Suppression of earthquakes by large continental ice68

sheets”, Johnston (1987) suggested that the aseismicity of Greenland and69

Antarctica could be due to “pressure effects produced by the continental70

ice sheets that mantle both continents”, an idea stemming from studies of71

seismicity induced by water reservoirs and dams. Chung (2002) discussed72

the connection between PGR and seismicity along passive continental mar-73

gins, showing that the focal mechanisms of the largest recorded earthquakes74

correspond to normal faults in a horizontal extension environment. Chung75

(2002) confirmed previous results from Chung and Gao (1997) about the76

seismicity in deglaciated areas and concluded that seismicity is spatially77

correlated with deglaciated areas of the Greenland ice sheet (GrIS) located78

along passive continental margins. These mark the watershed between79

earthquake occurrence outside the ice sheet and quiescence beneath. When80

the works by Johnston (1987) and Chung and Gao (1997) were published,81

ongoing massive ice melting in Greenland was not yet observed (Alley et al.,82

2010) and the possible role of ice unloading as a cause of seismicity was only83

mentioned in passing by these authors.84
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Twenty-five years after the publication of the work by Johnston (1987),85

the continental ice sheets are globally thinner and lighter (Meehl et al.,86

2007), various estimates of the mass balance of the GrIS exist (Alley et al.,87

2010) and high-resolution models for the on-going ice mass loss in Green-88

land have been obtained by space-geodetic techniques (Velicogna and Wahr,89

2005; Sørensen et al., 2011). Furthermore, we now have more detailed earth-90

quake datasets from the deployment of dense seismological networks (Dahl-91

Jensen et al., 2010). Recently, efforts by the Greenland Ice Sheet Mon-92

itoring Network (GLISN) consortium have improved the spatial coverage93

by state-of-the-art seismic stations (Clinton et al., 2014), leading to an in-94

creased capability of earthquake detection and localization and to a better95

understanding of the origin of icequakes (Nettles and Ekström, 2010; Walter96

et al., 2013). The seismic characterization of calving events in Greenland97

now facilitates the discrimination between tectonic and ice-related earth-98

quakes (Walter et al., 2009). The thick ice sheet hampers the interpretation99

of geological features whose observation is confined to the margins of the100

Greenland craton (see Escher and Pulvertaft, 1995 and references therein).101

Greenland, however, can be considered stable and presently subject to little102

tectonic deformation.103

The aim of this work is to discuss the possible relationship between104

ice melting in Greenland and the spatio-temporal distribution of seismicity.105

We first describe a model for the mass balance of the GrIS during the last106

decade. Then, we introduce the earthquake catalogue and we analyze the107

seismicity at regional (i.e., Greenland scale) and local scales, focusing on the108

sectors currently subject to ice wastage. Lastly, we discuss the relationship109

between deglaciation and the occurrence of earthquakes making use of recent110
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models by Steffen et al. (2014a).111

2. Present melting of the GrIS112

Estimates of the total mass balance of the GrIS are based on a broad113

range of techniques. In their review, Alley et al. (2010) have collected mass114

balance estimates from various sources (see their Figure 2). It is apparent115

that during 1995–2000, a significant acceleration of the mass loss of the116

GrIS has been observed, which roughly corresponded to a marked increase117

of coastal temperatures. Recent observations by gravimetry and altimetry,118

relative to the period 2000–2012, point to a time-averaged mass balance in119

the range between −200 and −250 Gt yr−1, i.e. ∼ 3 times in excess of those120

inferred during 1960–2000 (Alley et al., 2010).121

Figure 1a shows the total mass balance of the GrIS for the period 2003– F1a122

2008 according to Sørensen et al. (2011), expressed in units of meters of ice123

loss (or gain) per year. The mass balance has been obtained from repeated124

surface elevation observations from NASA’s Ice Cloud and land Elevation125

Satellite (ICESat, see http://icesat.gsfc.nasa.gov/), which operated from126

2002 to 2009 and provided a unique data set for cryospheric studies. Since127

altimetry alone is not sufficient to provide an estimate of the mass balance,128

the rates of mass loss in Figure 1a have been recovered by modeling of the129

firn dynamics and surface ice densities. The figure corresponds to model130

M3 of Sørensen et al. (2011), which implies a rate of mass loss of 240 ± 28131

Gt yr−1. Mass balance M3 is in broad agreement with that based on obser-132

vations from the NASA/DLR Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment133

(GRACE) during the same time span of the ICESat observations (Schrama134

and Wouters, 2011).135
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The GrIS mass balance M3 has been recently employed by Spada et al.136

(2012) and Nielsen et al. (2014) to reconcile the Global Positioning Sys-137

tem observations of vertical uplift to the ongoing elastic rebound (ER) in138

response to the GrIS melting and PGR. Compared to GRACE solutions,139

which provide the mass balance of the GrIS to a maximum harmonic de-140

gree 60 (see e.g., Schrama and Wouters 2011), M3 attains a much larger141

spatial resolution (the grid spacing is 5 km). This allows to clearly dis-142

tinguish (Figure 1a) the regions subject to ice loss (blue hues), with rates143

exceeding 5 m yr−1 in the vicinity of Jakobshavn Isbræ (JI) in the west,144

of the Kangerdlugssuaq Glacier (KG), the Helheim Glacier (HG) and the145

Southeast Glaciers (SG) in the east. Very localized spots of ice accumu-146

lation (orange and red) are visible in the northeast near the Flade Isblink147

(FI) and the Storstrømmen (St), while the bulk of the GrIS is experiencing148

an ice accumulation rate of ∼ 0 − 0.5 m yr−1 (Spada et al., 2012).149

3. Observed seismicity150

Figure 1b shows the distribution of seismicity in Greenland during the F1b151

last 60 years according to the ISC catalogue (International Seismological152

Centre, 2011). The spatial distribution is consistent with the earthquake153

suppression hypothesis by Johnston (1987), although earthquake monitor-154

ing capability has changed dramatically in the last decades. This occurred155

as a consequence of the deployment of denser seismic networks (Clinton156

et al., 2014) and improvements in data transmission and processing (Olivieri157

and Clinton, 2012). Since the minimum detectable earthquake magnitude is158

continuously decreasing, the analysis of seismic catalogues deserves scrutiny.159

Using the concept of Magnitude of Completeness (hereafter Mc) (Rydelek160
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and Sacks, 1989), it is possible to compare catalogues from different epochs.161

This allows to avoid misinterpretations of changes in the rates of seismicity,162

given that the detection capability depends on the spatio-temporal distri-163

bution of stations (Albarello et al., 2001).164

To put the case study of Greenland in a global perspective, we first165

analyzed the changes in the occurrence of earthquakes at a global scale.166

We selected January 1988, immediately after the paper of Johnston (1987)167

was published, as a watershed. The aim is to establish whether regions168

exist where some significant seismic activity started after this date and if169

these correspond to any of the known SCRs. We use the ISC catalogue170

(International Seismological Centre, 2011) which merges seismic bulletins171

(including events and phases) from more than 130 agencies worldwide, and172

can be considered the most complete catalog at global and regional scales.173

From the entire ISC catalogue, we have selected earthquakes with mag-174

nitude M ≥ 5.0 and hypocentral depth < 30 km, a choice motivated by the175

characteristic magnitude and depth of the largest earthquakes observed in176

Greenland (see Table 1). Then, we counted the earthquakes that occurred T1177

within 5◦ × 5◦ rectangular pixels over the Earth surface both before and178

after 1988. Green pixels in Figure 2 show areas where at least one earth- F2179

quake occurred before and after 1988, while for red ones one earthquake,180

at least, was recorded only after the same epoch. The distribution of red181

rectangles shows that “new seismicity” after 1988 was only observed in two182

cases, namely along remote plate boundaries which were not previously suf-183

ficiently covered by the network, or in the neighborhood of known seismic184

zones where events “migrated” as a consequence of improved location ca-185

pability. However, Figure 2 also shows that, in the range of magnitudes186
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and hypocentral depths considered here, no earthquakes occurred inland187

Greenland or Antarctica, nor in the regions which were covered by thick188

layers of ice until a few thousands of years ago (Scandinavia and Canada).189

The “appearance” of seismicity in the southernmost tip of Greenland merits190

further attention.191

3.1. Regional seismicity192

The most comprehensive earthquake catalogue for Greenland (Interna-193

tional Seismological Centre, 2011) includes 901 events for the time period194

1951–2012. Information about these events are shown in Figure 1b. The195

largest reported magnitude is mb = 5.5; only five events have magnitude196

M ≥ 5.0. Four moment tensor solutions are available (see Table 1); all are197

characterized by normal fault mechanisms with strike planes approximately198

aligned with the continental margin (Sykes and Sbar, 1974; Dziewonski199

et al., 1981; Chung, 2002). For about 15% of the events (134 of the to-200

tal blue dots in Figure 1b), no magnitude is available. In different epochs,201

earthquake magnitude was, and it still is, computed adopting different meth-202

ods and attenuation laws. For this reason, here we will use the symbol M203

to indicate generic values of magnitude (for a comprehensive review about204

different types of magnitude, see paragraph 1.2.2.1 of Bormann, 2012 and205

references therein). Unfortunately, no relationships exist to convert from206

body-wave, surface-wave and moment magnitude to local magnitude. This207

prevents the creation of an homogeneous earthquake catalogue for Green-208

land, which would be necessary for a rigorous analysis of the magnitudes209

distribution over time. For these reasons, when more than one magnitude210

estimate is available, we use the one preferred in the ISC catalogue since211
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the lack of additional information prevents a different approach.212

By reconstructing a Gutenberg and Richter (1944) relationship, we es-213

timated Mc for the seismicity of Greenland. According to the diagram in214

Figure 3a, we find Mc = 4.0, which provides an empirical estimate of the F3a215

magnitude threshold above which all the occurred earthquakes are inferred216

to have been detected. The available dataset does not match the require-217

ments for a state-of-the-art analysis as described by Woessner and Wiemer218

(2005), which allows to study the spatial pattern of Mc and also to obtain219

estimates for the associated errors. Of course, Mc is meaningless for those220

areas of Greenland in which seismicity is absent or not observed.221

Most of the earthquakes in Figure 1b, and all but one above Mc, are222

located along the margins of the GrIS, which roughly correspond to the223

continental margins, as previously observed by Sykes (1978). The only224

exception is the earthquake that occurred on 1975/12/22 (mb = 4.6), high-225

lighted in Figure 1b. The poor azimuthal coverage of the epicentral so-226

lution and the fact that this earthquake is not in the catalogue published227

by NORSAR (http://www.norsardata.no/NDC/bulletins/norsar) makes us228

suspicious about the possible mislocation of this earthquake. By visual in-229

spection of several months of data for station GE.SUMG (located at the230

Summit, Central Greenland) during time period 2011–2012, we could not231

observe any additional local seismicity emerging from the noise.232

The significant changes in the seismic network density in Greenland233

over the time span covered by the catalogue, require us to verify if Mc234

consequently changed over time. However, the consequences of network235

changes in Greenland are mitigated by the fact that earthquakes of magni-236

tude M = 4.0 and above are also detected at stations and arrays located in237
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the surrounding countries (e.g. ARCES and NORES in Norway).238

To provide an estimate of how Mc has been changing over time at re-239

gional scale, we have implemented a slight modification of the recipe by240

Mignan and Woessner (2012). From the complete catalogue, we picked241

groups of 50 events in temporal sequence, with each group sharing the first242

20 events with the last 20 of the previous. For each group we computed Mc.243

Then, we assigned to each Mc a time stamp that corresponds to the median244

of the time span over the bin. The reduction of the number of events in each245

bin from 250 as used by Mignan and Woessner (2012) to only 50 events,246

is motivated by the smaller number of low magnitude earthquakes in our247

catalogue. The results are gathered in Figure 4a where Mc values are shown F4a248

as a function of time. A value Mc = 4 is obtained already at the beginning249

of the time window (year 1969).250

As mentioned above, earthquake rates are strongly dependent on the251

detection threshold and this effect is clearly perceivable in Figure 3b, where F3b252

earthquake occurrence for the entire catalogue is represented by two-years253

long bins. The catalogue restricted to earthquakes with M ≥ Mc (hereafter254

referred to as Cataloguec) is more suitable for the purpose of interpreting255

rates of seismicity over time. Cataloguec contains 75 earthquakes during256

the period 1969–2012 and is displayed in Figure 3c in terms of number of257

earthquakes binned per year. The figure also shows the cumulative distri-258

bution Cc(t) (thick curve), defined as the number of earthquakes occurred259

until time t.260

To quantitatively estimate possible variations in the rate of seismicity at261

Greenland’s regional scale, we use the method of Olivieri and Spada (2013)262

to analyze the trend of global sea-level curves. In particular, by means of a263
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Fisher F -test (Winer, 1962), we compared quadratic and bilinear regression264

models for Cc(t) with that assuming a constant rate of seismicity. We265

find that, for curve Cc(t), the best-fitting regression model is bilinear (95%266

confidence), characterized by a change point in mid 1993 which marks an267

increase of the rate of earthquakes from 1.33 ± 0.02 to 1.83 ± 0.05 events268

per year. Earthquakes are expected to result from a Poisson process, which269

puts in the shade the statistical significance of variations in the temporal270

distribution of earthquakes in catalogues (Shearer and Stark, 2012).271

The evaluation of the statistical significance for temporal variations We272

have simulated 105 catalogues with the same number of events and time273

span equal to that of Cataloguec and we have verified that, with a 95% of274

confidence, the distribution of events before and after the change point does275

not result from an homogeneous Poisson process. This further confirms a276

change in the rate of seismicity at Greenland’s regional scale around 1993.277

3.2. Local seismicity278

From Figures 1a and 1b it appears that regions of relatively intense seis-279

micity correspond to places which undergone significant ice wasting during280

last decades. In this respect, three sectors are of particular interest. The281

local seismicity across these sectors, labeled by W, Se and N in Figure 1a,282

is separately considered in Figures 5a, 6a and 7a, respectively. Sector W F5a

F6a

F7a

283

includes the Jakobshavn Isbræ, Se encompasses the Helheim and Southern284

Glaciers, three of the glaciers that have experienced faster retreat in the285

last decades (Moon et al., 2012), while N also includes glaciers that are286

currently gaining mass (Spada et al., 2012). The epicenters of the largest287

earthquakes in Greenland (Table 1) are located in sectors Se and N. Sectors288
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W and Se also experienced intense seismicity in the period 2009–2012, in289

the range of 50 to 150 earthquakes per year (Figures 5b and 6b). For sector F5b

F6b

290

Se, in particular, there are some reports for felt earthquakes in the vicinity291

of Tasiilaq (Larsen et al., 2014). Analysis of the local earthquakes in the292

Ammassalik region in sector Se has shown alignment of hypocentres with293

geological boundaries (Pinna and Dahl-Jensen, 2012).294

For each of the three sectors we analyzed Cataloguec over time as de-295

scribed in Section 3.1, in order to retrieve the minimum Mc valid for the296

longest time span according to the existing dataset. The results are plotted297

in Figure 4 and are summarized in Table 2 together with those for entire T2298

Greenland. We find that Mc is almost consistent with that observed at299

regional scale: Mc = 4.0 for sectors N and Se; while in sector W we find300

Mc = 3.9. However, the time span of validity for the obtained Mc varies301

considerably. In sector N the validity of Mc extends back to 1976. For302

sector W and Se, the Mc value obtained is only valid since 1999 and 2002,303

respectively. This limits the detectability of temporal variations in the rate304

of seismicity.305

For each sector, we display seismicity over time in terms of magnitude306

(see Figures 5b, 6b and 7b). Note that in all these figures, seismicity below F7b307

the Mc threshold for each sector, marked by an horizontal line, only ap-308

pears since ∼ 2009. This is a consequence of the deployment of new seismic309

stations enabling the detection of local earthquakes. The same statistical310

analysis described above for Cc(t) is repeated here for each of the three311

sectors W, N and Se, analyzing the cumulative functions CW
c (t), CN

c (t)312

and CSe
c (t) shown by bold lines in Figures 5c, 6c and 7c, respectively. In F5c

F6c

F7c

313

the same plots, the histograms show the number of events with magnitude314
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M ≥ Mc in the whole time window. The outcome of the analysis of the315

cumulative functions is summarized in Table 2. Contrary to what we ob-316

served at Greenland’s regional scale in Section 3.1, we find no evidence, in317

any of the sectors, for an increase in the rate of seismicity over the analyzed318

time-span. Significantly, in sector N the best-fitting relation is bilinear with319

a decrease of the rate of seismicity from (0.93±0.04) to (0.49±0.03) events320

per year. Our method of searching for a bilinear best-fit does not impose321

continuity at the change point (Chow, 1960). Thus, the decreasing rate322

could be an artifact caused by the apparent large number of earthquakes in323

1993.324

4. Discussion and conclusions325

The available geological and seismological observations support the idea326

that Greenland sits on an old and stable continental platform, where no327

large active faults have been recognized. The seismicity of Greenland is328

classified as intraplate seismicity and it is confined to the margins of the329

continental crust (see Figure 1a).330

Currently, Greenland is subject to significant deformation in response331

to the present-day melting of the GrIS (the “elastic rebound”, ER) and332

to the PGR resulting from the late-Pleistocene deglaciation. These two333

processes, which are acting simultaneously, have been analyzed by Spada334

et al. (2012) in the context of Greenland. To depict the ER effects, in335

Figure 8a we have shown the pattern of vertical uplift rate associated with F8a336

the mass balance M3 of Figure 1. This rate is constant within the time337

window of the ICESat observations employed to obtain the mass balance338

(namely, from 2002 to 2009, see Sørensen et al. 2011). In regions where339
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glaciers experience significant ice mass loss, the uplift rate widely exceeds340

20 mm yr−1 (Spada et al., 2012). The PGR in terms of crustal uplift rate,341

shown in Figure 8b and obtained from Peltier (2004), attains the largest F8b342

values in the North and a local maximum also at the southern tip, with343

rates not exceeding 10 mm yr−1 across Greenland.344

According to all the seismological information currently available for345

period 1951–2012 and displayed in Figure 1b, we observe that the inte-346

rior of Greenland persists in being essentially aseismic in this time span.347

This is corroborated by inspection of data from the GE.SUMG station348

(the Summit) and by the 2013 online catalogue by Geological Survey of349

Denmark and Greenland (GEUS, http://seis.geus.net/projects/glisn/ geus-350

eqlist.html). The observed seismicity is confined to the margins of the GrIS351

and approximately follows the coastlines. These findings are consistent with352

those of Johnston (1987), Chung and Gao (1997) and Chung (2002).353

In the aseismic central portion of Greenland, the rate of crustal uplift354

associated with the ER process is basically counterbalanced by that of PGR355

(Figure 8). In some cases, the clustering of seismicity is matching local356

maxima of the uplift pattern. This occurs in the southern tip of Greenland,357

where both ER and PGR concur to produce sizable uplift rates, in the358

W sector where ER largely dominates PGR and in the N sector, where359

PGR is dominating ER. However, in the seismically quiescent northwest360

significant PGR effect is discerned. Since the time-variations of the loading-361

induced stress fields at depth have not been evaluated here, this spatial362

correlation cannot be corroborated by a more rigorous study and these363

contradictory spatial observations do not help to discriminate the possible364

source mechanism for the observed seismicity.365
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ER and PGR have different time scales: the first was observed for the pe-366

riod 2003–2009 and different studies support the hypothesis that it started367

at the end of last century (see Alley et al., 2010 and references therein).368

On the contrary, PGR evolves on the millennium time scales and during369

last century the associated rates of deformation have been approximately370

constant. At regional scale we have observed a change in the rate of occur-371

rence for earthquakes for the time period 1969–2012. This is best fitted by372

a sudden acceleration in ∼ 1993. When looking at the local scale, in sectors373

Se and W we do not observe any change in the rate of seismicity, but the374

short time span (10 and 12 years, respectively) limits the capability of de-375

tecting any change. In sector N, where the time span is longer (36 years),376

we observe a decrease in the long-term rate of seismicity, but we also note377

seismicity above the average for year 1993. In this context, the significance378

of the earthquake with M ≥ 5 at the southernmost tip shown in Figure 2379

remains unclear.380

The consideration above suggest the existence of distinct types of seis-381

micity: one kind being triggered by PGR and the other by ER. Some authors382

(e.g., Sauber and Molnia, 2004) analyzed the stress induced by the ice fluc-383

tuations at the glacier terminus and concluded that this can be the cause384

of shallow (h ≤ 5 km) seismicity. Inspecting our catalogue, we find 30% of385

the total, but only 8% of those in Cataloguec, with depth ≤ 5 km. Low386

magnitude seismicity is dominated by shallow depth events, while the mod-387

erate events occur at larger depth. Therefore, we can only speculate about388

the existence of two distinct mechanisms that cause the observed seismicity389

in Greenland: PGR that induces crustal earthquakes with moderate mag-390

nitude and ice melting that causes shallow small magnitude seismicity. At391
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present, more robust and unambiguous conclusions cannot be drawn, since392

the spatio-temporal limitations of the available data sets (earthquakes and393

ice mass change) limit our analysis to a phenomenological level.394

Quantitative models as those proposed by Hampel and Hetzel (2006)395

and Steffen et al. (2014a,b) shed new light about the connection between396

PGR, ER and seismicity in deglaciated areas. In particular, the finite-397

element model by Steffen et al. (2014a) addresses quantitatively the problem398

of faults activation in response to ice unloading. Large paleo-earthquakes399

usually show large dip angle thrust fault mechanisms (Steffen et al., 2014a400

and references therein) while Quinlan (1984) observed that PGR-related401

stresses are normally too low to create new faults. The model by Steffen402

et al. (2014a) focuses on the re-activation of thrust faults at different dis-403

tances from the center of the deglaciated region. The case of Greenland404

fits the reference model of Steffen et al. (2014a) well in terms of crustal405

and lithospheric thickness (Braun et al., 2007; Darbyshire et al., 2004) and406

maximum thickness of the ice sheet at the Last Glacial Maximum (Tush-407

ingham and Peltier, 1991). The model predicts the occurrence of one or two408

large earthquakes at the end of the deglaciation phase and 1 kyr later, de-409

pending on the possible dip angle of the fault. At the continental margin of410

Greenland, the degliaciation ended almost 5 kyrs before present (Tushing-411

ham and Peltier, 1991). Therefore, the moderate normal fault earthquakes412

observed in the last decades (see Figure 1) can be hardly interpreted, as413

the result of PGR since timing and the fault mechanism do not agree with414

the model prediction. More likely, the ongoing seismicity could be part of415

what the authors call the “post seismic phase” following the PGR-induced416

earthquake.417
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Some questions remain which would require further study in terms of418

data analysis and modeling. In particular, the observed normal fault mecha-419

nisms in Greenland appear to be in contrast with the earthquakes predicted420

by Steffen et al. (2014a) even though these observations are consistent with421

other models of PGR-induced seismicity. Paleo-earthquake records would422

possibly shed new light on the initiation of the ongoing seismic quiescence423

in continental Greenland. The search for these records could take advan-424

tage of recent high resolution observations of the bedrock beneath the GrIS425

(Bamber et al., 2013). Lastly, improved earthquake focal solutions and con-426

sistent magnitude estimates for the contemporary seismicity would provide427

useful constraints for theoretical models.428
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Table 1: Fault mechanisms for the largest recorded earthquakes in Greenland for the

time period 1951–2012.
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Table 2: Greenland sectors and corresponding best fitting model. The uncertainties on

the rates correspond to 1σ.

Sector Mc Starting time Number of best-fitting rate before CP CP rate after CP

events function events/year year events/year

Greenland 4.0 1969 75 bilinear 1.33 ± 0.02 1993.54 1.83 ± 0.05

North (N) 4.0 1976 30 bilinear 0.93 ± 0.04 1993.70 0.49 ± 0.03

Southeast (Se) 4.0 2002 7 linear

West (W) 3.9 1999 14 linear
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Figure 1: (a): Mass balance of the GrIS for period 2003–2008 according to model M3

of Sørensen et al. (2011) (in units of meter yr−1) and location of the major sources of

ice loss (JI: Jakobshavn Isbræ, KG: Kangerdlugssuaq Glacier, HG: Helheim Glacier, SG:

Southeast Glaciers, FI: Flade Isblink, St: Storstrømmen). Sectors W, Se and N mark

three areas of intense seismicity in the west, the southeast and the north. (b): Seismicity

of Greenland in the time frame 1951–2012. Black dots: earthquakes of unknown magni-

tude; red circles: earthquakes of known magnitude scaled by size. The only four known

focal mechanisms are also shown in lower hemisphere projection. A blue dot locates the

largest earthquake that occurred inland (M = 4.6). The black triangle indicates the

seismic station GE.SUMG (Summit).
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Figure 2: Global seismicity distribution (M ≥ 5, h < 30 km) according to the ISC

database. Red pixels show areas where earthquakes only occurred during 1988–2011,

green ones mark those showing seismicity both before and after 1988.
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Figure 3: Summary of the distribution of seismicity recorded in Greenland. (a):

Gutenberg-Richter relation in which the cumulative number of events exceeding mag-

nitude M is plotted against M on a lin-log scale. Red dashed line marks the selected

magnitude of completeness Mc = 4.0. (b): number of events recorded every year across

Greenland on lin-log scale. (c): Cumulative function Cc(t) (thick curve), and, in red,

histogram of the number of events (bin-width = 2 years). Both refer to earthquakes with

magnitude M > Mc. A dashed green line marks the starting time for the validity of Mc.
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Figure 4: Mc as a function of time. Each diamond represents one estimate of Mc for a

set of 50 events. Time stamp assigned to each Mc corresponds to the median year of

the subset. (a): Evolution of Mc for the entire catalogue; (b): same as for frame (a) but

restricted to sector W; (c): sector Se; (d): sector N. The different starting time of each

function depends on the availability of detected events that varies from sector to sector,

as described in the body of the manuscript.
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Figure 5: Summary of the recorded earthquake activity in sector W (see Figure 1). (a):

map of the area (blue is water, white is land), color scale indicate the rate of mass

change (we only display pixels where the rate of mass balance exceeds 0.5 Gt yr−1 in

modulus). Earthquake locations uncertainties are represented by means of the error

ellipsoids as reported by the ISC catalogue. Black triangles identify seismic stations.

(b): earthquake magnitude as a function of time. (c): histogram for the number of

earthquakes recorded every year; in red events with M ≥ Mc in linear scale. Thick line

represents the cumulative function CW
c (t) as described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. Dashed

vertical line marks the starting time for the validity of Mc as from Table 2.
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Figure 6: The same as in Figure 5 for sector Se.
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Figure 7: The same as in Figure 5 for sector N.
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Figure 8: Average rate of vertical displacement for the period 2003–2008 across Green-

land. (a): contribution of the ER in response to current melting according to the mass

balance M3 shown in Figure 1a; (b): PGR component of the uplift rate according to the

ICE-5G(VM2) model of Peltier (2004).
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